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Do your LGV drivers have the skills and awareness needed to drive your 
vehicles safely on company business? 

 
At a time when insurance, fuel and vehicle repair costs are escalating dramatically – it 
makes sound economic sense to ensure that you and your LGV drivers are equipped with 
advanced driving skills, and have a thorough understanding of the principles and practice 
of safe driving.  
 

On completing the course, drivers will be able to;  

• Understand the importance of daily defect checks and vehicle maintenance  
• Consider how to safely load/unload their vehicles  
• Recognise the importance of load distribution and the effects of overloading  
• Appreciate the impact of their activities on the environment  
• Understand the benefits of an enhanced style of driving  

 
 
Combining practice with theory, this comprehensive course aims to help drivers develop 
the skills, knowledge, judgement and flexibility to carry their cargo safely and 
comfortably.  
 
How is the training day structured?  
 
This is a one-day, interactive seminar, with a break for lunch.  The session will consist of 
interactive group discussion and a PowerPoint presentation.  
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Course Content  
 
This course highlights the dangers of unsafe loading.  It will provide advice on how a 
driver can ensure that the vehicle is loaded safely and correctly.  Candidates will also 
be shown the importance of daily inspections and walk-round checks and guidance 
will be given on defect reporting.   
The presentation will highlight:- 
Legal obligations / penalties / responsibilities   
Maintenance and general road worthiness 
Inspection routine  
Recording defects  
Safe loading  
Gross and axle weight / vehicle suitability 
Positioning & stability of load  
Restraining equipment   
 
 
 
Venue  
 
Training is delivered in a classroom environment to a maximum of 10 drivers.  
 
 
Course Review and Feedback  
 
On conclusion of the course, the driver and trainer will review the areas covered by 
the session. Where necessary, constructive feedback will be given to encourage 
positive development and commitment to being a safer road user.   Following the 
course a certificate confirming attendance will be issue and Safedrive will record the 
completion of training against the drivers training records on the DSA website. 
 
 
 

 


